Preclinical evaluation of skin substitutes.
The important requirements of a skin substitute such as water vapour permeability, adherence to the excised wound surface, oxygen permeability, mechanical properties, impermeability to micro-organisms and exudate soaking capacity have been highlighted. Two commercial synthetic skin substitutes, Bioclusive and Geliperm, have been used to establish the preclinical assessment procedures for skin substitutes. Two in vitro techniques, the 'Water Cup' and the 'Inverted Cup,' and two in vivo methods involving a 'Ventilated Hygrometer Chamber' system and an Evaporimeter have been employed to assess and compare the water vapour permeability of the skin substitutes under controlled conditions. An Evaporimeter, which is very simple to operate, provides more accurate results. A simple test has been designed to evaluate the early adherence of the skin substitutes to the excised wound surface of rats. The pulling force and the peeling force required to remove the membrane from the wound surface have been measured and these forces have been found to depend upon the composition of the membrane. An oxygen permeability cell has been fabricated which measures the dissolved oxygen permeability of the skin substitutes. The detection of oxygen is based on the electrocatalytic reduction of oxygen at the surface of a noble metal. The tensile properties of the skin substitutes have been measured by an International Standard procedure and both the skin prostheses are associated with some drawbacks. An in vitro method of testing the microbial permeability of the skin substitutes has been designed which simulates an oozing colonized wound that a skin substitute faces in cases of septicaemia. Both the test materials were impermeable to both bacteria and fungi and will provide an effective barrier. The effectiveness of the skin substitutes to absorb wound exudate from the wound surface has been evaluated by soaking the pieces of the membranes in water, plasma and serum and observing their weight gain. The soaking capacity depends upon the composition and nature of the material. The procedures developed have been employed to evaluate a hydrogel type synthetic skin substitute recently formulated in our laboratory.